
Searching and Browsing



Fiction Connection
Discover titles similar to books you already enjoy with Bowker’s Fiction 
Connection™ and its award-winning interface. Now, recommending titles is 
as easy as typing in an author, title, subject, or ISBN. Fiction Connection 
will then display a recommended reading list of books that have similar 
characteristics to the topic originally selected. Never a dead end – every 
topic displayed has a suggested title. Additional features include the ability 
to link to our holdings for availability information and printing and e-mail 
capabilities. (from publisher’s site www.bowker.com)

http://www.bowker.com/�


Searching or Browsing
 Search by title, author, character, setting, time period, etc.



Refining Results



Using the Discovery Cloud
 The Discovery Cloud is a map of 

related keywords and alternate 
spellings. It can help suggest a more 
specific keyword or give you other 
starting points. It does not search 
within the original results though; 
it will run an entirely new search.

 White = associated keywords

 Green = alternate spelling 
suggestions

 Yellow = translations

 Orange = previously searched 
keywords



Finding similar books
 Click  the find similar 

button to open the find 
similar bar. 

 In the find similar bar, use 
the checkboxes to specify 
what elements you are 
looking for. 



Searching for series
 By series title

 By keyword such as, book title, characters, topics, etc.



Series list
 The series list is in reading order.   



Looking at book details
 Click on a book title to get more information.



Training and Support
For additional training information (including online tutorials, 
printables and updates), visit http://prairie.oklibshare.org. To request 
a workshop for your library contact Sadie Mattox.

phone: 405-522-3476

email:  smattox@oltn.odl.state.ok.us

twitter: @DigitalPrairie
This project is made possible by a grant from the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services.

http://prairie.oklibshare.org/�
mailto:smattox@oltn.odl.state.ok.us�
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